THROUGHOUT the decade following the publication of C. . In this paper we present our approach to this problem. Our eventual aim is to have a formula for the surgery obstruction that could be read off a "sufficiently good normal map," and so that sufficiently good normal maps are rather common. We also include an appendix discussing the relationship between Galois cohomology and quadratic forms.
there was a tremendous effort on the part of many mathematicians to compute the algebraic L-groups L,(Zn) for finite groups TL. Two noteworthy results were Bak's theorem that Lzi+ 1 (Zrc) is zero when 7c has odd order, and Wall's result that Lsi(Z7c) is detected by multisignatures and the classical Arf invariant for 71 cyclic. These facts have many applications in geometric topology.
However, for more complicated groups rr, it is not enough to know that L,(Zn)~(2/2)~ (for example). One needs a method for evaluating a particular element in an L-group, effective for geometric situations. Computational techniques for this secondary problem were studied in various special cases, including Pardon [25] , Milgram [22] , Madsen [21] , Hambleton-Madsen [ 133, and Hambleton-Taylor-Williams [15] . In this paper we present our approach to this problem. Our eventual aim is to have a formula for the surgery obstruction that could be read off a "sufficiently good normal map," and so that sufficiently good normal maps are rather common. We also include an appendix discussing the relationship between Galois cohomology and quadratic forms.
Given a degree one normal mapf:M" +X with ~25, there is the associated surgery obstruction &f)~L~ ((z[n,X] ) which vanishes iff f is normally bordant to a homotopy equivalence. All L-groups have period four: L, z L, +4. Surgery theory is useful for seeing whether a space X has the homotopy type of a closed manifold and for counting the number of manifolds within a homotopy type. Our main concern is the following question: Givenf (or an algebraic representation of 6(f) such as a linking form, a formation, or a quadratic
Poincart complex), what invariants determine when Q(f) =OEL~(Z[Z, Xl)?
The motivation for the obstruction theory developed here is given by various geometric problems (see [4,5, 8, 11, 43, 441 and especially [lo] ). In this paper we restrict ourselves to the case where n = n,X is finite and n is odd. The invariants we discuss depend only on the surgery kernels as &r-modules, we call such invariants numerical inuariants. The primary obstruction is the surgery semicharacteristic; secondary obstructions are given by torsion characteristics, defined below.
In even dimensions the situation is more complicated. However, given a degree one normal mapfiM""--+X with n even where the surgery kernels are torsion groups whose order is prime to the order of 71, there are numerical invariants which, together with the classical , also [9, $61.) What is missing is effective algebraic invariants which tell when a degree one normal map is bordant to one in the above advantageous situation.
Arf invariant, determine ~(~)EL~(Z[TC~ X]) ( see
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When n is odd the vanishing of e(f) is determined by several obstructions. The first is the surgery semicharacteristic [E] . defined in terms of the difference where zli2(fi; if,nlrad)-Xi;,@; E,nlrad), xi!z(n; ~z~/rad)=Ci,,,,
(-l)'[Hi(M; iF,~/rad)]EL~([F,~/rad)
and the local coefficient system [F,n/rad is the group ring 5,n modulo its Jacobson radical.
This is an easily computable a priori invariant depending only on the (twisted) homology of M and X. It vanishes if n E 1 (mod 4), if the 2-sylow subgroup of rt is normal. or if X has the homotopy type of a closed manifold. This semicharacteristic is zero iff one can do surgery to make f normally bordant to f': M'+X so that K,(M')@Z,,, =O. (See $4A,B.) Iff: M"+X is a degree one normal map with vanishing surgery semicharacteristic, then by doing surgery one may assume the surgery kernels are torsion prime to 1x(. (Such surgery problems come up naturally when studying propagation of group actions and converses to Smith theory.) We wish to understand the relationship between the Zrr-modules Kj(M) and the surgery obstruction t?(f). The prototypical example of evaluation of such a surgery obstruction was pointed out by Pardon in [25] . If 7c is cyclic of even order and n =4k + 3 then 0(f)~L,(Zn) vanishes iff IKZk+ ,(M)I E
PROPOSITION D. !f Zn is given the standard involution, the map L~,(Z~C)-~L';"~~(~')(Z,=,TC) is injectire.
In $1 we provide background on localization exact sequences. 
O+P,+P,+M+O
by finitely generated projectives Pi. The Grothendieck group on isomorphism classes of (A, T)-modules is denoted K l(A, 7). The Bass localization sequence [3] is:
Here o[M]=[PJ-[P,]ER,(A)
and R,(A)=K,(A)/( + 1).
Example 1.1. Let S, be the multiplicative set consisting of all integers prime to the order of a finite group 7~. Every finite &r-module which is S,-torsion is actually a (zrr, S,)-module (see [30] ). For rt= 1 we have:
More generally K,(Zn, S,) is a free abelian group with a generator for every simple factor of iFprt where p ranges through the primes in S, and [F, is the field with p elements. There is a "devissage" isomorphism
CM1 t-----+
Opes i&~'W~i+lM1.
One last thing to note in this example is that I'?,(Zlr)-+K,(Z,,,rr) is the zero map (Swan [35] ), so 0 is surjective. 
. +H"+'(Y/X)+L,X(A, T)+L,y(A, T)+H"(Y/X)+ . . 1.
We make the following definitions
L,P(A, T)= Lf(A, T) where X = K,(A, T) L:(A, T)= Lt(A, T) where X= ker 0
Li(A, T) = Lf(A, T) where X = (0).
There are localization sequences [27, $3.71 . . . +L,P(I\)+L;-"r"R,(A)( One of the major aims of this paper is to show that often e(f) does not depend on the linking information (%, v). The corresponding result for projective complexes is also true.
Qt. THE LP-OBSTRUCTION
In this section we show that a "torsion characteristic" detects the image of ap in the Lp-localization exact sequence
There is some overlap of the results of this section when 2i + 1 = 3 (mod 4) and IC is a 2-group with the "numerical invariant? of Pardon [2.5] (cf. 95s). The major aim of this section is to prove: We shall need the LK and Ls groups of Wall [40] . These groups have the convenient property that There is a map LK+Lh. We now review Morita theory of semisimple rings with involution. If A is a simple factor of such a ring which is not invariant under the involution, then A is called type CL.
Elementary reasoning shows that such a factor makes no contribution to L-theory. We thus restrict ourselves to discussing simple rings with involution. Proof: By tensoring with a splitting field we see it suffices to prove the proposition in the case A = M,(K). By the Skolem-Noether theorem (see [28] for a proof) there is a BE A ' such that ~(ji')=pcQ-~ for all cr~A, where Sr' denotes the conjugate transpose. Since 
If A is a simple factor of Qn, all the factors of iW@oA have the same type. Let x be an irreducible character associated to a simple factor of @ @o A. Then A has type 0, U, or Sp according to whether xgEXX(g2) is > 0, =O, or <O respectively.
LEMMA 2.6 (Frobenius-Schur).
Any simplefactor A of Rn is invariant under the standard involution. (i) If A has type 0, A is real unramified (AZ M&R)).
(ii) !f A has type U, A is complex (A rM,(C)).
(iii) 1s A has type Sp, A is real ramified (AZ M&W)).
The major tool for this section is the following theorem which is proved in the appendix using Galois cohomology. Consider the composite map
Let aP7co (respectively $,nSp) be the direct product of all simple type 0 (respectively type Sp) factors of Q,n. We will show: To compute the map L~i($p,)+L$? pz, p). we recall that when p is prime to JrrI, f,n has three pleasant properties (see [28, $42.7 and $42.11) .
where Ki is a fieid.
(b) The extensions Ki/ap are unramified. That is, if C,, is the integral closure of 2, in Ki, then p generates the maximal ideal of 6,{. This follows from Brauer's theorem that if A is a simple factor of Qp71, then center(A) c Q(i,.,) and hence is unramified at p.
(c) 2,x z M,>(OKa). This is because t,n is a maximal order in a,,rr.
Remark 2.12. If K is a p-adic field and Mn(cK) is equipped with an involution such that K/k'Z'2 is unramified, then Morita theory works for Mn(CTK) (see [15] ), so the analog of Table 2 .6 is valid. Proof: Choose aE8, so that im(a&k" is a non-square.
maps to (a) -(1) which generates L:(k). (cf. [24] ). 0 The above map can be identified with the Hasse-Witt invariant [24] .
THE Lh-OBSTRUCTION
In this section we prove Theorem B and Proposition D of the introduction. As usual we assume Zn is given the standard involution and we let S = S,. The major aim of this section is to prove: Here A =im Ki(Zrr) and the map cp can be given as rod or XOr,, in the following commutative diagram:
Remark. Examples of groups for which Art has no ramified-symplectic factors are abelian groups, dihedral groups, symmetric groups, and generalized quaternion groups Q(2") for n > 3. represented by degree one normal maps between manifolds is equal to the set of surgery obstructions represented by degree r maps between manifolds where r is an integer prime to the order of rc.
Proofof Theorem 3.1. We only write out the details for the more difficult case of 3.1 (ii). If A is a split-symplectic factor of Qn, then the sequence
O~Ls(AI,)-L~(A^,)-*HO(K,(AI,))~O
is exact. Hence there is a map L~(Qz)+@~L~(~~Tc) where Ly means we only allow nontrivial'discriminants only at the split-symplectic factors, and at such a factor A we require the discriminants to be squares in center (A)". Let CYEL~(Z~ S) satisfy the conditions of 3.1 (ii). By the proof of 2.9, we can lift z to a YE 0 a,,PL~(~ppn) such that y is non-trivial only at split-symplectic factors. By 2.7, y can be lifted to a 6 E L:(Qn). Then im(a) (27~) is equal to im (6) under the (zero) composition
The proof of 3.1 l(i) is similar but easier. Instead of 2.7 one uses Frobenius-Schur and the following consequence of the Wall reciprocity law proved in the appendix: The above theorem is basically due to L. Jones [17] . For definitions and remarks on local surgery see Taylor is the boundary map in the Ranicki-Rothenberg exact sequence (see [8, 94.31) . xI12(M; A) is the surgery semicharacteristic, an a priori invariant defined without preliminary surgery. This is most interesting when n= n,X is finite. Then .Z(,lrt is semilocal which means that Z,,,7c modulo its Jacobson radical is semisimple. [8] ), and so Lh,(Zrr) has exponent dividing 2. The proof of the LP-result is identical.
This equality occurs if
Next assume n-1 (mod 4 
Qlr has no ramified-symplectic factors, t?(f) = e(f') vanishes iff the torsion characteristic f(K,(M')) vanishes in H'(ker a)/im Li.+ ,(Z,,,x).
B. LP-obstructions for 2-groups
A summary of the paper is that whenever the L-groups have been calculated, a careful look at the computation will yield evaluation of the corresponding numerical invariants.
One case where computations are complete is the computation of L,P(Zrc) for a 2-group rr. A theorem of Roquette [32] implies that every simple factor of Qrc is a matrix ring over one of the following Q-algebras: The work of the above authors yields THEOREM $) ). This was done in an elegant way by Pardon [25] for n z 3 (mod 4); we will generalize his results (in a not quite as elegant way) to the case n E 1 (mod 4). Remark. This corrects Theorem B of [25] . The error in that paper involved the computation of the map 6 above. In particular the last sentence of the proof of 3.6 is incorrect. If this sentence is correctly modified, then the methods of [25] give a proof of the above theorem when n3 (mod 4). We give an alternate proof below.
Let n be odd. (a) Ifn E 1 (mod 4), then L,P(Zx) g @,r.(D,) where T,(D,) = 0 if D, is not of type Sp and when D, E M,(D,), T&D,) = fikf8f ' (Z (Z/2)' where I= 2k-2 + 1). (b) If n=3 (mod 4), L,P(Hx)r(O,T,(D,))/6(2/2) w h ere T,(D,) z Z/2 if D, has type 0 and is 0 otherwise. The image of 6 in T,(D,) is non-trivial if D, z Q.
Our goal is this
Proqf Let S = S, = (meZ: m odd}. Let L = Lp. Given a map of rings with involution A+B, Ranicki defines relative L-groups L,(A+B) (see [27] ). There is the associated long exact sequence of a pair (f2n)~Lj(Hn-tf2~)~Lj_,(h7[)~Lj_1(22n)-t . . . . By Wall's reduction lemma [39] , Lj(t,~) z L,(t, n/rad)r Lj(~,), which is Z/2 forj even and 0 for j odd. Furthermore the excision (1.5) gives isomorphisms 
C. Lh-obstructions for quaternionic groups
In this section we work out the numerical invariants for surgery obstructions in L'&+ l(Zn) where n=Q(2") is the generalized quaternion group of order 2". From [14] , Lh,(.Zn)-+Lt;(Z~) is injective so we only consider the case where 2i-t 1~ 1 (mod 4). From [ 123, I?,(Zrr)= Z/2. In the Ranicki-Rothenberg exact sequence, fis injective and g is surjective [14] . Let e,, e2, . . ., e,+,~Z[1/2]n be the central idempotents corresponding to the decomposition
The first n + 1 factors of Qn have type 0; the last factor has type Sp and is non-ramified symplectic iff n > 3. 
1.
This induces an exact sequence. 3.
H'(k; SO)-+H'(k: O)-+H'(k; Z/2)+ H'(k; SO)+H'(k; O)-+H'(k; Z/2).
A double cover of SO(q,) called Spin(q,) can be constructed using Clifford algebras (see [ 19, $2.23) .
The resulting exact sequence 1 -+Z/2-+Spin(q,)+SO(qk)-+ 1,
gives rise to a long exact sequence. The exactness of the second row shows that o is onto. Since H'(k,; SO)sZ!/2 is onto at all finite primes and y is an isomorphism it follows that /I is onto. A diagram chase completes the proof. 0
